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Abstract
Numerous data center services exhibit low average utilization leading to poor energy efficiency. Although CPU voltage and frequency scaling historically has been an effective means to scale down power with utilization, transistor scaling trends are limiting its effectiveness and the CPU is accounting for a shrinking fraction of system power. Recent research advocates the use of full-system idle low-power modes to combat energy losses, as such modes provide the deepest power savings with bounded response time impact. However, the trend towards increasing cores per die is undermining the effectiveness of these sleep modes, particularly for request-parallel data center applications, because the independent idle periods across individual cores are unlikely to align by happenstance.

We propose DreamWeaver, architectural support to facilitate deep sleep for request-parallel applications on multicore servers. DreamWeaver comprises two elements: Weave Scheduling, a scheduling policy to coalesce idle and busy periods across cores to create opportunities for system-wide deep sleep; and the Dream Processor, a light-weight co-processor that monitors incoming network traffic and suspended work during sleep to determine when the system must wake. DreamWeaver is based on two key concepts: (1) stall execution and sleep anytime any core is unoccupied, but (2) constrain the maximum time any request may be stalled. Unlike prior scheduling approaches, DreamWeaver will preempt execution to sleep, maximizing time spent at the systems’ most efficient operating point. We demonstrate that DreamWeaver can smoothly trade-off bounded, predictable increases in 99th-percentile response time for increasing power savings, and strictly dominates the savings available with voltage and frequency scaling and timeout-based request batching schemes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.5.5 [Computer System Implementation]: Servers

General Terms Design, Measurement

Keywords power management, servers

1. Introduction
Modern data centers suffer from low energy efficiency due to endemic under-utilization [8]. The gap between average and peak load, performance isolation concerns, and redundancy all lead to low average utilization even in carefully designed data centers; conservative over-provisioning and improper sizing frequently result in even lower utilization. Low utilization leads to poor energy efficiency because current servers lack energy proportionality—that is, their power requirements do not scale down proportionally with utilization. Architects are seeking to improve server energy proportionality through low-power modes that conserve energy without compromising response time when load is low.

Unfortunately, the confluence of technology and software scaling trends is undermining the continued effectiveness of these low-power modes, particularly for interactive data center applications. On the one hand, device scaling trends are compromising the effectiveness of voltage and frequency scaling (VFS) [27, 30, 32, 51] due to the shrinking gap between nominal and threshold voltages [19], limiting both the range and leverage of voltage scaling. Recent research shows that, beyond the 45nm node, circuit delay grows disproportionately as voltage is scaled [15]. Figure 1 illustrates how the power-performance trade-off of VFS grows worse each generation. On the other hand, the prevalence of request-level parallelism in server software combined with the trend towards increasing cores per die is blunting the effectiveness of idle low-power modes, which place components in sleep states during periods of inactivity [3, 16, 21, 35, 37, 40, 41, 46]. In uniprocessors, the deep sleep possible with full-system idle low-power modes (e.g., PowerNap [40, 41]) can achieve energy-proportionality if mode transitions are sufficiently fast. However, for a request-parallel server application, full-system idleness rapidly vanishes as the number of cores grows—the busy and idle periods of individual cores (each serving independent requests) hardly ever align, precluding full-system sleep. Figure 2 illustrates the poor scalability of PowerNap for a Web serving workload when CPU utilization is fixed at 30% (i.e., load is scaled with the number of cores to maintain constant utilization; see Section 5.1 for methodology details).

In this paper, we propose DreamWeaver, architectural support to facilitate deep sleep for request-parallel applications on multicore servers. DreamWeaver comprises two elements: the Dream Processor, a light-weight co-processor that monitors incoming network traffic and suspended work during sleep to determine when the system must wake; and Weave Scheduling, a scheduling policy to coalesce idle and busy periods across cores to create opportunities for system-wide deep sleep while bounding the maximum latency increase observed by any request.

Like prior work on scheduling for sleep, DreamWeaver rests on the fundamental observation that system-wide idle periods will
2.2 Power Management Challenges

Power management for data center workloads is challenging because many of these workloads are latency-sensitive. Moreover, it is growing more challenging with multicore scaling [28]. Servers must meet strict service level agreements (SLAs), which prescribe per-request latency targets that must be met to prevent stringent penalties. SLAs are typically based on the 99th-percentile (or simi-

Figure 1: Voltage and frequency scaling. Future technology nodes require a disproportionate reduction in clock frequency for a given voltage reduction, breaking the classic assumption that dynamic power scales down cubically with frequency. Hence, VFS is becoming less effective: a 16nm processor requires a 2x slowdown for 50% power savings compared to 1.25x at 65nm. Data from [15].

not arise naturally in request-parallel systems; rather, per-core idle periods must be coalesced by selectively delaying and aligning requests. Prior work has proposed batching requests, using simple timeouts to control performance impact, to reduce the overhead of transitioning to/from sleep modes [5, 21, 46]. However, the fundamental flaw of timeout-based batching approaches is that they only align the start of a batch of requests. Since requests tend to have highly-variable long-tailed service times [25], there is nearly always a straggling request that persists past the rest of the batch, destroying the opportunity to sleep. A recent case study of request batching for Google’s Web Search reveals an unappealing power-performance trade-off—even allowing a 5x increase in 95th-percentile Web search response time provides only ~15% power savings for a 16-core system [42]. Naïve batching is not effective because it either (1) incurs too large an impact on response time if the batching timeout is too large, or (2) fails to align idle and busy times if the timeout is too small.

The central innovation that allows Weave Scheduling to solve the problems of batching is preemptive sleep; that is, DreamWeaver will interrupt and suspend in-progress work to enter deep sleep. Weave Scheduling is based on two simple policies: (1) stall execution and sleep any time that any core is unoccupied, but (2) constrain the maximum amount of time any request may be stalled. DreamWeaver will preempt execution to sleep when even a single core becomes idle (i.e., a request completes), provided that no active request has exhausted its allowable stall time. Thus, DreamWeaver tries to operate a server only when all cores are utilized—its most efficient operating point.

The Dream Processor is a simple microcontroller that tracks accumulated stall time for suspended requests and receives, enqueues, and counts incoming network packets during sleep. When enough packets arrive to occupy all idle cores, or when the allowable stall time for any request is exhausted, the Dream Processor wakes the system to resume execution. The Dream Processor bears similarities to the hardware support for Barely-alive Servers [6] and Somniloquy [3], but is simpler because it need not run a full TCP/IP stack.

We present a two-part evaluation of DreamWeaver. First, we analyze the performance impact of Weave Scheduling using a software prototype that emulates the Dream Processor on the system’s primary CPU. Through a case study of the popular open-source Solr Web search system, we show that Weave Scheduling allows an 8-core system to sleep 40% of the time when allowed a 1.5x slack on 99th-percentile response time. We also use our prototype to validate the performance predictions of our simulation model. Second, we evaluate the power savings potential of DreamWeaver, examine its scalability, and contrast it with other power management approaches using Stochastic Queuing Simulation (SQS) [44], a validated methodology for rapidly simulating the power-performance behavior of data center workloads. Our simulation study demonstrates that DreamWeaver dominates the power-performance trade-offs available from either VFS or batch scheduling on systems with up to 32 cores on four data center workloads, including Google Web search.

2. Background

We begin with a brief overview of the challenges that make power management for request-parallel data center workloads difficult. Then, we review related work on server power management.

2.1 Power Management Challenges

Power management for data center workloads is challenging because many of these workloads are latency-sensitive. Moreover, it is growing more challenging with multicore scaling [28]. Servers must meet strict service level agreements (SLAs), which prescribe per-request latency targets that must be met to prevent stringent penalties. SLAs are typically based on the 99th-percentile (or simi-
Figure 3: Full-system idleness varies widely as a function of arrival and request size patterns. As seen in (a), a workload with clustered arrivals (high coefficient of variation, or “$C_v$”) and uniform request sizes (low $C_v$) maximizes idleness. Notice that in this case, core-level idleness and full-system idleness are the same (50%). If requests are non-uniform in size, as in (b), full-system idleness decreases (25%) although core-level idleness does not (50%). Similarly in (c), with both non-clustered request arrivals (low $C_v$) and non-uniform request sizes (high $C_v$), full-system idleness is significantly decreased. One technique to mitigate these effects is batching, shown in (d), which increases request latency and creates artificial idle periods.

lar high percentile) latency, not the mean. Meeting this requirement is complicated by workloads with long-tailed and unpredictable service times [25]. The majority of existing literature (particularly works that have focused on power management) has concentrated on the average latency of server systems; we instead set targets for 99th-percentile latency, but our results generalize to other high quantiles.

Furthermore, data center workloads are often highly variable. For instance, for Web serving, the difference between the mean and 99th-percentile latency is over a factor of four. This constraint means designers must take care: a change that has a small impact on mean response time may have a large effect on the 99th percentile.

2.2 Related Work

Previous literature has demonstrated that reducing power at low utilization is critical to increasing server efficiency [8, 41]. System designers use numerous approaches to improve energy efficiency of under-utilized systems. These approaches fall into three broad classes: cluster-grain approaches, active low-power modes, and idle low-power modes. Though our study is focused on idle low-power modes, we briefly discuss the merits and challenges of each.

Cluster-grain approaches to energy-proportionality. The cause of poor efficiency in servers is rooted in their low utilization and lack of energy-proportional components. Techniques such as dynamic cluster resizing and load dispatching [4, 12–14, 26, 33, 47] or server consolidation and virtual machine migration [10, 49] seek to increase average server utilization, which improves efficiency on non-energy-proportional hardware. By moving the work of multiple server onto a single machine, fixed power and capital costs may be amortized.

Though this approach is effective for many workloads, there are several data center workload paradigms for which consolidation/migration is inapplicable. For many workloads of increasing importance (e.g., Web search, MapReduce), large data sets are distributed over many servers and the servers must remain powered to keep data accessible in main memory or on local disks [39, 42]. In the case of Web search, clusters are sized based on memory capacity and latency constraints rather than throughput—the entire cluster must remain active to serve even a single search request with acceptable latency [42]. Task migration typically operates over too coarse time scales (minutes) to respond rapidly to unanticipated load. In latency-sensitive interactive workloads, compacting multiple services onto the same machine may make service increasingly vulnerable to the effects of variance (e.g., traffic spikes). Low utilization is common for this exact reason; well-designed services are intentionally operated at 20-50% utilization to ensure performance robustness despite variable load [8].
Server-level active low-power modes. Many hardware devices offer active low-power modes, which trade reduced performance for power savings while a device continues to operate. Active low-power modes (e.g., VFS) improve energy efficiency if they provide superlinear power savings for linear slowdown. VFS is well-studied for reducing CPU power [27, 30, 32, 38, 48, 51]. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of VFS is shrinking with technology scaling (see Figure 1) as decreases in voltage result in increasingly disproportionate increases in circuit delay [15]. Active low-power modes have also been proposed for disks [11, 24]. Whereas active low-power modes are largely orthogonal to our study, we compare the effectiveness of DreamWeaver to voltage and frequency scaling to provide a frame of reference for our results.

Sever-level idle low-power modes. Many devices also offer idle low-power modes, which provide even greater power savings than the most aggressive active low-power modes [22, 41]. One of the most attractive properties of idle low-power modes is that they offer fixed latency penalties. These modes are characterized by their transition time \( T_{tr} \): the time to enter or leave the low-power mode. When \( T_{tr} \) is small relative to the average service time, requests only experience a slight delay [41]. Whereas active low-power modes can increase the 99th-percentile response time significantly, small \( T_{tr} \) minimally alters it.

The deepest component energy savings can typically be extracted only when a component is idle. Idle low-power modes have been explored in processors [39, 45], memory [17, 18, 37], network interfaces [3], and disk [11]. Unfortunately, current per-core power modes (e.g. ACPI C-states or “core parking”) save less than 1/Nth of the power in an N core processor because support circuitry (e.g., last-level caches, integrated memory controllers) remain powered to serve the remaining active cores [29]. The Intel Nehalem processor provides a socket-grained idle low-power mode through its “Package C6” power state, which disables some of this circuitry, but the incremental power savings over the per-core sleep modes is small. Nevertheless, processors typically consume only 20-30% of a server’s power budget, while 70% of power is dissipated in other devices (e.g., memory, disks, etc.) [41]. PowerNap [40, 41] proposes to use full-system sleep to save energy during system idle periods, however, the prior study did not consider the implications of multicore scaling on idleness.

Alternatively, some authors have proposed scheduling background tasks or other work during primary-application idle periods [20, 23]; these mechanisms are orthogonal to our study.

2.3 Scheduling for energy efficiency

Idleness depends heavily on the workload running on a server. The amount of idleness observed at individual cores and over the system as a whole can differ drastically depending on workload characteristics. We illustrate the factors affecting idleness in Figure 3 for a four core system with a fixed utilization. If all requests arrive at the server at the same time and are of equal length (Figure 3(a)), all core-level idle periods align. Only in this degenerate case are core-level and system-level idleness equal. In Figure 3(b), the timing of request arrivals remain the same, but the request lengths vary; the amount of system-level idleness is reduced. Additionally varying request arrival timing, in Figure 3(c), further reduces system-level idleness. Finally, Figure 3(d) illustrates the effect of batch scheduling; though it is not possible to change request sizes, it is possible to alter the effective arrival pattern by delaying requests.

Elnozahy et al investigated using request batching (similar to what is shown in Figure 3(d)) to leverage idle low-power modes in uniprocessors [21]. DreamWeaver’s contribution differs in three regards. First, DreamWeaver’s request alignment algorithm is different; it is based on per-request stall constraints, it initiates service immediately once sufficient requests have arrived to fill all processing slots, and it suspends/resumes in-progress execution. In contrast, Elnozahy et al implement a simpler algorithm: requests are accumulated during a predefined batching window and released upon timeout. Furthermore, rather than imposing a per-request latency constraint, their approach tunes the timeout period over coarse intervals in a control-loop. Second, we consider the consequences of idleness and request skew for multicore systems; the previous study seeks to reduce transition penalties in a uniprocessor. Finally, the previous study was concerned only with processor power; one of our key observations is that non-CPU power management is critical to achieve energy-proportionality. A recent case study of request batching for Google’s Web Search concludes that it provides an unappealing power-performance trade-off [42].

Several other prior scheduling mechanisms bear similarities to DreamWeaver in that they seek to align or construct batches of requests, for example, ecoDB [34] and cohort scheduling [36]. EcoDB introduces two techniques: using DVFS and delaying requests to batch SQL requests with common operators that can be amortized. Cohort scheduling seeks to maximize performance by scheduling similar stages of multiple requests together to increase the effectiveness of data caching. In contrast, DreamWeaver introduces delays to increase usable idleness; it is agnostic of the underlying software (i.e., the requests need not be similar) and depends only on statistical effects. All of these techniques take advantage of

Figure 4: DreamWeaver. The DreamWeaver system is composed of a main server with PowerNap capabilities [41] and Dream Processor that implements Weave Scheduling. The Dream Processor is a modest microcontroller that is isolated from the power state of the rest of a server. It is responsible for modulating the power state of the main system, buffering incoming requests from the network, and tracking any delay of requests while in the nap state. The nap processor resembles hardware such as in Barely-alive Servers [6] or Somniloquy [3], but requires far less processing power because it does not directly process or respond to packets.
the insight that handling requests as they arrive may not be optimal for performance or energy efficiency.

3. DreamWeaver

DreamWeaver increases usable idleness by batching requests to maximize server utilization whenever it is active while ensuring that each request incurs at most a bounded delay. Our approach builds on PowerNap [40, 41], which allows a server to transition rapidly in and out of an ultra-low power nap state. PowerNap places an entire system (including memory, motherboard components, and peripherals) in an application-software–transparent deep sleep state during idle periods. PowerNap reduces power consumption by up to 95% while sleeping. Though PowerNap already approaches energy-proportionality (energy consumption proportional to utilization) in uniprocessor servers, it requires full-system idleness. As shown in Figure 2, there is little, if any, opportunity for PowerNap in lightly- to moderately-utilized large-scale multicore servers.

3.1 Hardware mechanisms: the Dream Processor

The baseline PowerNap design requires a server (and, hence, all of its components) to transition between active and idle states in millisecond timeframes. Furthermore, it requires an operating system without a periodic timer tick, and software/hardware support to schedule wake-up in response to software timer expiration. The original PowerNap study [41] outlines these software and hardware requirements in greater detail, we focus here on new requirements.

DreamWeaver presents several additional implementation challenges. The largest challenge lies in handling the expiration of request timeouts and arrival of new work while the system is napping. Under PowerNap, handling the arrival of new work is simple—the system wakes up. Under DreamWeaver, however, the system must keep track of the number of idle cores and be able to defer arriving requests (while tracking their accumulated delay) without waking. A second challenge lies in preempting in-process execution to enter the nap state.

DreamWeaver addresses these requirements through the addition of a dedicated Dream Processor that coordinates with the operating system on the main processor(s) to manage sleep and wake transitions. The functionality of the Dream Processor is summarized in Figure 4. During operation, the primary OS uses the Dream Processor to track the assignment of requests to cores and the accumulated delay of each request. The primary OS notifies the Dream Processor each time a new request is created (e.g., because an incoming packet is processed), assigned one or more cores for execution, or completes. When a core becomes idle, the primary OS is responsible for preempting work on all cores and triggering a sleep transition. Upon transition, the primary OS passes the Dream Processor a list of active requests, the accumulated delay for each and the number of idle cores. Then, it hands control to the Dream Processor, which tracks the passage of time and continues to operate the network interface, while tracking the accumulated delay for each request. Using its own hardware timers, the Dream Processor wakes the system when any request’s accumulated delay reaches the threshold.

Network packets that arrive during nap are received and queued by the Dream Processor. When the system wakes, the Dream Processor returns the accumulated delay of each request to the primary OS and then replays the delivery of queued packets through the network interface. Each arriving packet is assumed to create a new single-core request, and the Dream Processor wakes the system when the number of queued packets equals the number of idle cores. Hence, the number of queued packets is bounded by the number of cores and never grows large. While the Dream Processor could operate a complete TCP/IP stack, this is not necessary; only a layer-2 interface is needed to receive and log arriving packets. A more sophisticated Dream Processor may be able to identify packets that require minimal processing or can be deferred (e.g., TCP ack packets).

Since the Dream Processor operates continuously (including in the nap state), it is essential that its power requirements are low. Hence, it operates using its own dedicated memory and does not access any system peripherals except the network interface. The Dream and main processors communicate through programmed I/O (i.e., no shared memory). As the Dream Processor performs relatively simple tasks, it can be implemented with a low-power microcontroller. Several recent studies have evaluated auxiliary processors and network interfaces with similar capabilities, for example, Barely-alive Servers [6] and Somniloquy [3]. Our Dream Proces-
Weaver; we defer this investigation to our simulation-based studies.
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We illustrate the operation of Weave Scheduling in a 4-core sys-

tem in Figure 5. On the left, we demonstrate the stall threshold

mechanism. Service is initially stalled and the system is napping.

Then, the request at Core 0 reaches its maximum allowable delay

(timeout). Request processing then resumes and all current requests

are released (even though Core 3 is idle) until the request at Core

0 finishes. Subsequently, the system will again stall and nap. On

the right, we demonstrate the behavior when all cores become oc-

cupied. The system is initially stalled and napping. Then a request

arrives at Core 3, occupying all cores and starting service. As soon

as the first request completes (at Core 3), the system again stalls

and returns to nap. Shortly after, the request at Core 1 reaches timeout.

Hence, service resumes and continues until the request at Core 1 is

finished.

4.2 Results

We now present the results of our prototype system and compare it

to our simulation infrastructure used in Section 5. Specifically we

compare the sleep-latency tradeoff of the two evaluation method-

ologies. In Figure 6 we provide the time spent in sleep as a function

of 99th-percentile latency as provided by our prototype (“Imple-

...
mentation”) and our simulation infrastructure (“SQS”). When allowed a 1.5x slack on 99th-percentile response time, DreamWeaver allows the prototype system to sleep 40% of the time. In contrast, the opportunity to sleep with PowerNap alone is negligible. Furthermore, the figure clearly demonstrates that the performance predictions of our simulation model agree well with the actual behavior of the prototype DreamWeaver system.

5. Power Savings Evaluation

While our prototype allows us to validate the performance impacts of DreamWeaver, the lack of PowerNap support in existing servers precludes measuring power savings. In this section, we use simulation to investigate DreamWeaver’s power-performance impact on a variety of workloads over several multicore server generations.

5.1 Methodology

We evaluate the power savings potential of DreamWeaver and contrast it with other power management approaches using the BigHouse simulator [44]. This simulator leverages Stochastic Queueing Simulation (“SQS”), a validated methodology for rapidly simulating the power-performance behavior of data center workloads. SQS is a framework for stochastic discrete-time simulation of a generalized system of queuing models driven by empirical profiles of a target workload. In SQS, empirical interarrival and service distributions are collected from measurements of real systems at fine time-granularity. Using these distributions, synthetic arrival/service traces are generated and fed to a discrete-event simulation of a G/Gk queueing system that models server active and idle low-power modes through state-dependent service rates. SQS allows real server workloads to be characterized on one physical system, but then studied in a different context, for example on a system with vastly more cores (by varying k), or at different levels of load (by scaling the interarrival distribution). Furthermore, SQS enables analysis of queuing systems that are analytically intractable. Performance measures (e.g., 99th-percentile response time) are obtained by sampling the output of the simulation until each reaches a normalized half-width 95% confidence interval of 5%. Further details of the design and statistical methods used in SQS appear in [43, 44]. SQS has been previously used to model Google’s Web search application [42], and its latency and throughput predictions have been validated against a production Web search cluster.

SQS does not model the details of what active system components are doing (e.g., which instructions are executing, what memory locations are accessed). However, these are not relevant to understanding idle periods and scheduling effects, hence, more detailed simulation models (e.g., instruction or cycle-accurate simulators) are unnecessary.

Low-Power Modes. Our power model assumptions for the system (Table 1) are based on the breakdowns from Google [9] and HP [50] and published characteristics of Intel Nehalem [29]. We model idle low-power modes through exceptional first service; that is, when a system is mapping, the service rate of the corresponding server in the queuing model is set to zero and a latency penalty is incurred when the first request is serviced after idle.

As a point of comparison, we also model voltage and frequency scaling (VFS), by varying the service rate. We map core count to a corresponding technology node and power-performance scaling curve as shown in Figure 1, using data from [15]. We explore a range of power-performance settings by exhaustively sweeping static frequency and corresponding voltage settings. It is important to note that we optimistically allow the system to pick any arbitrary voltage/frequency setting although most processors only provide a few discrete points. Our VFS results should be viewed as an estimate of the potential of voltage and frequency scaling, they do not model any particular policy for selecting voltages. It is possible that a scheme that dynamically tunes frequency could improve slightly over our VFS estimates, though we expect such gains to be minimal because our experiments operate a server at a steady utilization.

Workloads. We collect empirical interarrival and service distributions from several production server workloads. These distributions are derived from week-long traces of departmental servers and from the Google Web Search test cluster as described in [42, 44]. Table 2 describes each workload and summarizes important interarrival and service statistics: for each distribution, we include the mean (Avg.), standard deviation (σ), and coefficient of variation (Cv).

Using these empirical distributions, we can independently scale arrival and service rates (i.e., without changing the distributions' shapes) to simulate higher and lower utilization. Moreover, we can replay stochastically-generated request sequences against arbitrary queuing models, including models for multicore chips far larger than are built today.

5.2 Results

Power-latency tradeoff compared to other techniques. We first contrast DreamWeaver with alternative power management approaches. We consider systems assuming a fixed throughput and evaluate the latency-power tradeoffs. It is important to note that nearly any power savings techniques will undoubtedly increase latency. If latency-at-any-cost is paramount, the best system design may discard power management. Instead, the question we pose is: Given an allowable threshold to increase 99th-percentile response time, what is the best way to save energy and how much can we save?

We contrast our mechanism (“DreamWeaver”) with four other power management approaches. First, we compare against PowerNap as proposed in [41] (“PowerNap”). We initially assume an aggressive transition latency of 100 μs for both PowerNap and DreamWeaver because the goal of this work is to evaluate the ability of these techniques to exploit multicore idleness, not to mitigate transition latencies. We examine sensitivity to longer transition latencies. We examine sensitivity to longer transition latencies below. Second, we compare it against Core Parking (“Core Parking”). We optimistically assume that cores can be parked during all core-grain idle time, ignoring transition penalties. Under this assumption, Core Parking subsumes approaches that consolidate tasks onto fewer cores to reshape core-grain idle periods (e.g., to lengthen them). Furthermore, we compare against a timeout-based batching mechanism (“Batch”) based on the approach of Elnozahy et al [21]. Finally, we compare to voltage/frequency scaling (“VFS”), as described in Section 5.1.

4-Core Server. We first show the results for a server with four cores. The relative power savings of each of the considered power savings techniques is shown in Figure 7. Core Parking, Socket Parking, and PowerNap each yield only a single latency-performance point per system configuration and workload. In contrast, DreamWeaver, Batch, and VFS each produce a range of latency-power options. We present each of the four workloads with load scaled such that the server operates at 30% average utilization. The horizontal axis on each graph shows 99th-percentile latency.
### Table 2: Workload Characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Interarrival Avg.</th>
<th>Interarrival σ</th>
<th>Interarrival C_v</th>
<th>Service Avg.</th>
<th>Service σ</th>
<th>Service C_v</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>1.1s</td>
<td>1.2s</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>194ms</td>
<td>198ms</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>DNS and DHCP server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail</td>
<td>206ms</td>
<td>397ms</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>92ms</td>
<td>335ms</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>POP and SMTP servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>319µs</td>
<td>376µs</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.2ms</td>
<td>4.8ms</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Google Web Search [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>186ms</td>
<td>380ms</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>75ms</td>
<td>263ms</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Web server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Figure 7: Comparison of power savings for 4-core system.** This figure demonstrates the power savings of low-power modes as a function of 99th-percentile latency for a 4 core server. Per-core power gating (“Core Parking”) can save a modest amount of power for a small latency increase because its transition latency is low, however it cannot reduce power in non-core components (e.g., last-level caches or the memory system). Attempting to put an entire socket into a low-power sleep mode (“Socket Parking”) provides roughly the same benefit as per-core power gating; less idleness is available at socket granularity but this reduction is offset by the increase in power savings. Using a full-system low-power mode such as PowerNap (“PowerNap”) exploits as much idle time as socket parking, but saves significantly more power. Processor voltage and frequency scaling (“VFS”) provides significant savings for the CPU, but does not alter non-processor power (e.g., the memory system, I/O buses etc.). Greater power savings can be achieved by using a full-system idle low-power mode. Creating idleness by batching (“Batch”), provides even more power savings than PowerNap in exchange for increased latency due to delaying requests. An even better power-latency tradeoff is achieved by DreamWeaver (“DreamWeaver”), because of its hardware support to track requests and intelligent scheduling.
Figure 8: Comparison of power savings for 32-core system. Most low-power modes are less effective when moving to future systems (smaller transistor feature size and higher core count) because voltage scaling requires greater frequency reductions and coarse-grain idleness is more difficult to capture (See Figures 1 and 2). Per-core power gating (“Core Parking”) does not rely on coarse-grain idleness and is just as effective as for a 4 core system (see Figure 6). However, both Socket Parking (“Socket Parking”) and PowerNap (“PowerNap”) require that all cores are simultaneously idle. At 32 cores, the system is almost never entirely idle and there is no opportunity to use these low-power modes. Voltage and frequency scaling (“VFS”) saves less power because it requires a larger slowdown for a given voltage reduction. Batching (“Batch”) at 32 cores is quite ineffective requiring inordinate latency increases to save appreciable power. DreamWeaver’s effectiveness is reduced at 32 cores (“DreamWeaver”), but generally provides the greatest power savings for all but the tightest latency constraints.

Over the range from nominal to a 2x increase in 99th-percentile latency, DreamWeaver strictly dominates the other power management techniques. When the user configures DreamWeaver to allow no additional performance degradation on the 99th-percentile latency (i.e., a timeout of zero), DreamWeaver converges to PowerNap as expected; with a 2x increase in latency, DreamWeaver can offer roughly 25% better power savings than PowerNap and nearly 30% more than VFS. Also important, Batching can provide substantial power savings, and provides a roughly linear trade-off of 99th-percentile latency vs. power. However, its range of latency-power settings, while also better than VFS, is strictly inferior to DreamWeaver.

32-Core Server. Next, we consider a server with 32 cores. The results are presented in Figure 8 and parallel the previous study. First, as expected, we highlight that PowerNap is ineffective. Because there is no naturally occurring full-system idleness, there is no opportunity for PowerNap and it saves no power (nor incurs any latency). Next, we observe that Core Parking is still effective, but as before only provides power savings of less than 20%. A striking difference is that, unlike our four core study, Batch has become largely ineffective. The latency-power tradeoff for this technique is unattractive; it saves far less power than Core Parking,
Sensitivity to transition time. DreamWeaver is less effective as the transition time in and out of PowerNap increases. Dotted vertical lines denote the average service time of each workload. The majority of power savings is realized by providing a transition time of about one order of magnitude less than the average service time of the workload.

Sensitivity to core count. In the next two sensitivity studies, we directly compare DreamWeaver to a system using VFS to save power. Figure 10 contrasts the power savings of DreamWeaver (solid bars) and VFS (hashed subset within each bar) when both are allowed a 1.5x slack on 99th-percentile latency. We vary the number of cores and the corresponding assumption for technology generation (65nm down to 16nm). Even for 64-core systems, DreamWeaver still provides power savings over 20%. DreamWeaver provides greater savings than VFS at all core counts, though its advantage shrinks as the number of cores grows.

Sensitivity to utilization. DreamWeaver is designed for low utilization, which is the common-case operating mode of servers [7]. Accordingly, DreamWeaver provides greater power savings than VFS at all core counts, though its advantage shrinks as the number of cores grows.

5.3 Discussion

Power Management in the 1000-Core Era. DreamWeaver is an effective means to enable full-system idle low-power modes for core counts that we foresee in the next three process generations (to 16nm). However, recent research has proposed 1000-core systems [31] and if transistor scaling beyond the 16nm node continues to double core counts, eventually, massively multicore architectures may become mainstream. The power management challenges we have identified will reach near-asymptotic limits in such a scenario. As we have observed, VFS effectiveness is shrinking at each technology node due to transistor scaling. Similarly, if servers continue to leverage weak scaling, full-system idleness will clearly disap-
pear altogether with 1000 concurrent requests. The hardware and software models for 1000-core systems remain unclear; however, if we continue under current server software paradigms, we conclude that these power management techniques may become ineffective.

The Potential of Strong Scaling. Existing data center workloads rely on request-level parallelism to achieve performance scalability on multicore hardware. This parallelism strategy is a form of weak scaling (i.e., solving a larger problem size in a fixed amount of time, as opposed to strong scaling where a fixed problem size is solved in a reduced amount of time)—scalability is achieved by increasing request bandwidth rather than per-request speedup. A potential solution to the inefficacy of power management in a 1000-core system is for server software architectures to adopt strong scaling. Whereas in current systems each incoming request is assigned to a single core, under strong scaling multiple cores work together to service a single request faster. The aggregate throughput under strong scaling stays the same, but per-request latency is reduced; the downside is that the software engineering overhead for such architectures is likely to be significantly higher, as engineers must identify intra-request parallelism. Strong scaling makes power management easier because the number of concurrent independent requests is reduced—idle and busy periods naturally align across cooperating cores. As a result, the trends observed in Figure 2 will be reversed. In the limit, if all cores are used to service a single job, the system will behave (with respect to idleness) as if it were a uniprocessor. However, it is likely that Amdahl bottlenecks will preclude using 1000 cores for one request; instead clusters of cores might cooperate. Under this scenario, there will be a moderate number of clusters, and the effectiveness of DreamWeaver will resemble a weak-scaling system with the corresponding moderate number of cores. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of VFS does not change with better parallel software and its effectiveness will continue to decline unless better circuit techniques are developed.

6. Conclusion

As technology continues to scale and core counts increase, effective power management is becoming increasingly difficult. The effectiveness of voltage and frequency scaling is diminishing due to fundamental scaling trends. Because current-generation server software relies on weak scaling to use additional cores, full-system idleness is becoming increasingly scarce. DreamWeaver offers one mechanism to trade latency for power savings from idle low-power modes despite the challenges posed by multicore scaling. We show that DreamWeaver outperforms alternatives such as VFS, Core andSocket Parking, and past batching approaches while providing a smooth trade-off of 99th-percentile latency for power savings. Furthermore, should the community succeed in rearchitecting server systems to leverage strong scaling through intra-request parallelism, the advantages of DreamWeaver over other power management schemes grow even larger. We hope that our work serves as a warning that past approaches to power management are under threat given present scaling trends, and as a call to arms to redesign server software for strong scaling.
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